
Wooden Projects 
By Mrs. Miriam Lando 

 
Grade Level:  Middle School, High School 
 
Description: 
Instructions for making beautiful,durable wooden projects, specifically a Torah 
project and a Pirkei Avos project.  Photographs and some stencils included. 
 
Goals / Objectives: 
Students will create projects that reinforce the material they learned in class. 
 
Instructions: 

1. Photocopy papers so that there will be enough for each student to have 
one of each pasuk or piece of Ksav. 

2. Cut the papers out. 
3. Use a glue gun to attach a paper clip to the back of a wooden board (that 

is cut to appropriate size) to use for a hanger. 
4. Glue papers and suitable die-cut shapes to board. 
5. Use Envirotex (available from art stores) to coat, it will become glossy and 

hard when dry.  The teacher has to do this part, and throw out the brush 
when finished. 



 

 

Torah Umesorah  
Creative Learning Pavilion 

 
Make beautiful, lasting wooden projects. 

These papers are for a “Pirkei Avos” project and a “Torah” project. 
Miriam Lando, Yeshiva Rav Isaacson, L.A., CA 

 

 
 
Instructions:  Photocopy papers so that there will be enough for each student to 
have one of each pasuk or piece of k’sav. Cut out.  Use a glue gun to attach a 
paper clip to the back of a wooden board (that is cut to appropriate size) to use 
for a hanger.  Glue papers and suitable die-cut shapes to board.  Use Envirotex 
(available from art stores) to coat - it will become glossy and hard when dry.  
The teacher has to do that part, and throw out brush when finished. 
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